Faculty Micro Resource Center

A computing think-shop run by regular faculty for regular faculty

Desktop / portable / laptop / tablet environments, especially OS X, iOS, and Unixes

— Regular ‘clinic’ hours and telephone/eMail consultations,
— open FMRC access on class days, 08-18h,
— off-hours BC ID card access to the CTE Innovation Lab and project workstations
— site visits when necessary and possible

Conveniently located on Middle Campus and in cyberspace

O’Neill Library 250H (CTE) x 2.4349

fmrc@bc.edu

We specialize in helping our colleagues with:

• statistical and research computing
• eLearning approaches
• developing web-materials
• sussing out new hardware and software
• making your technology concerns heard and represented
• just getting away from it all while on a research project,
or when your own office is a madhouse,
or when some of your equipment or connections are ‘down’

http://fmwww.bc.edu/fmrc

A complementary Academic Technology service
from the Office of the Provost and Dean of Faculties

Staffed hours for Spring 2015

Mondays 15.30-16.30h
Tuesdays 09.30-10.30h, 12.30-14.30h
Wednesdays 15.30-16.30h
Fridays 13.30-14.30

Moderators:
Christopher (Kit) Baum (Economics) baum@bc.edu
M.J. Connolly (Slavic/Eastern) cnnmj@bc.edu
Clare O’Connor (Biology) oconnocn@bc.edu

or contact us by eMail
for assistance at any time